Abstract. We advance support variety theory for finite tensor categories. First we show that the dimension of the support variety of an object equals the rate of growth of a minimal projective resolution as measured by the Frobenius-Perron dimension. Then we show that every conical subvariety of the support variety of the unit object may be realized as the support variety of an object. Finally, we show that the support variety of an indecomposable object is connected.
Introduction
Tensor categories arise in many important settings such as representation theory, low dimensional topology, and quantum computing. Nonsemisimple tensor categories range from categories of representations of finite groups in positive characteristic and representations of some finite dimensional Hopf algebras to categories discovered more recently such as those appearing in logarithmic conformal field theory [14, 18] , representations of dynamical quantum groups at roots of unity [23] , and some new categories in characteristic two [4] . For nonsemisimple tensor categories satisfying some finiteness conditions, support varieties are meaningful geometric invariants of objects. Their theory began in work of Quillen [29] and Carlson [10] on finite group representations. In more recent years, the theory of support varieties was generalized in many directions, for example to representations of Hopf algebras [7, 15, 16, 26, 28, 33] and of finite dimensional self-injective algebras [12, 30] and to objects in triangulated categories [8] .
In this paper, we advance support variety theory for finite tensor categories generally, with a view toward further applications. For every finite tensor category C , the cohomology ring H * (C ) = Ext * C (1, 1), where 1 is the unit object, is a graded commutative ring. As a consequence, the support variety V C (X) of an object X -defined in terms of the annihilator of Ext X ∈ C . When this holds, the support varieties encode homological properties of the objects. The main results in this paper are examples of this.
We make significant contributions in a few useful directions. We define the complexity of an object X as the rate of growth of a minimal projective resolution of X as measured by the Frobenius-Perron dimensions of its components. We show in Theorem 4.1 that just as for finite dimensional Hopf algebras [15] , the complexity of X is equal to the dimension of its support variety, dim V C (X). We then recall a standard construction of some special modules first defined for finite groups by Carlson, and apply it to objects in tensor categories (cf. the Koszul objects in [8] ), to define objects L ζ in Section 5. We show that they satisfy a tensor product property, that is the support variety of a tensor product of an object with any L ζ is the intersection of their support varieties. We use them to show that any conical subvariety of the support variety of the unit object may be realized as the support variety of some object. These objects L ζ also play a key role in generalizing a result of Carlson [11] from indecomposable modules for a finite group to indecomposable objects in a finite tensor category C . Namely, we show in Theorem 6.3 and Corollary 6.4 that the support variety of an indecomposable object is connected. The proof requires Proposition 6.1 that allows us to reduce the complexity of an object for use in inductive arguments. We also give a needed connection between the vanishing of Ext and dimensions of varieties in Proposition 6.2.
As a word of caution, we observe that some standard properties of support varieties for finite groups do not always hold in this general setting of finite tensor categories. For example, the varieties of an object and of its dual need not be the same, and the variety of a tensor product of objects need not be the intersection of their varieties. See, e.g., [5, 28] for counterexamples. These counterexamples occur in categories that are not braided; we do not know whether these statements always hold in a braided category. They are however used in some proofs that the variety of an indecomposable module is connected (see, e.g., [3, 12] ). We take the alternative route as outlined above to demonstrate connectedness of the variety of an indecomposable object without relying on these properties.
The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of finite tensor categories, the Frobenius-Perron dimension, projective covers and minimal resolutions, and state some needed lemmas. In Section 3, we define support varieties for objects of a finite tensor category C , and conclude some standard properties. We then state the finite generation condition on the cohomology of C , and this condition will be assumed in most of the results in the rest of the paper. In Section 4, we define the complexity of an object and show that it agrees with the dimension of the support variety. As a consequence, we show that an object is projective if and only if its support variety is zero-dimensional. In Section 5, for each homogeneous positive degree element ζ of the cohomology ring of the finite tensor category C , we define an object L ζ whose variety is the zero set of the ideal generated by ζ. We obtain, as a standard consequence of the definition of L ζ , both a tensor product property and a realization result: any conical subvariety of the support variety of the unit object 1 can be realized as the support variety of some object. Finally, in Section 6, we show that the variety of an indecomposable object is connected.
Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize some basic facts about projective covers and resolutions in a finite tensor category C , and recall the definition of the Frobenius-Perron dimension. For details, we refer the reader to [2, 13, 14, 23] . Throughout, we fix a field k of arbitrary characteristic. It should be noted that in [13] , the standard reference on finite tensor categories, it is assumed from the start that the ground field is algebraically closed. However, we will not need this assumption.
Recall that a finite tensor category C is a locally finite k-linear abelian category with finitely many simple objects (up to isomorphism) and enough projectives together with a bifunctor ⊗ : C × C → C that is associative (up to functorial isomorphisms), bilinear on morphisms, and satisfies some associativity axioms. In addition, there is a unit object 1 in C (an identity with respect to ⊗ up to functorial isomorphism) that is simple, and every object in C has both left and right duals, i.e. C is rigid. This requirement is important for us, even though we shall not be using dual objects directly. For example, by [13, Remark 6.1.4] , it implies that the category is quasiFrobenius, that is, the projective objects and the injective objects are the same. Note that since the underlying category C is locally finite, the Jordan-Hölder Theorem and the Krull-Schmidt Theorem hold; see [13, Section 1.5] . Recall that k-linear means that the morphism sets are k-vector spaces for which composition of morphisms is k-bilinear.
From now on, C will be a finite tensor category. It follows that C is equivalent to the category of finite dimensional modules over some finite dimensional k-algebra [13, p. 9] .
Some additional properties of the tensor product ⊗ ensured by rigidity are: (i) The tensor product ⊗ is biexact [13, Proposition 4.2.1].
(ii) Whenever X is an object and P is a projective object of C , the objects P ⊗ X and X ⊗ P are also projective [13, Proposition 4.2.12 ]. We will sometimes take C to be braided, meaning that there are functorial isomorphisms X ⊗ Y ∼ = Y ⊗ X for all objects X, Y in C that satisfy some hexagonal identities [13, Definition 8.1.1].
Projective covers and stable isomorphisms. Let X be an object in the finite tensor category C . A projective cover of X is a projective object P (X) in C together with an epimorphism p : P (X) → X such that if f : P → X is an epimorphism from a projective object P to X, then there is an epimorphism g : P → P (X) for which pg = f [13, Definition 1.6.6]. Projective covers exist and are unique up to nonunique isomorphism [13, p. 6] .
Let X 1 , . . . , X r be the simple objects in C (one from each isomorphism class). We will use the following equation involving vector space dimensions of morphism spaces: for any object Y in C , denote by [Y : X i ] the multiplicity of the simple object X i in a Jordan-Hölder series of Y . By [13, Equation (1.7)], ( †) [Y :
We will need the following presentation of a projective object.
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a projective object in C . Then P ∼ = ⊕ r i=1 a i P (X i ) for some nonnegative integers a i , where P (X i ) is the projective cover of the simple object X i for each i. Moreover, a i = dim k Hom C (P, X i ).
Proof. This follows from the existence of a category equivalence with the category of modules over some finite dimensional algebra (see [13, pp. 9-10] ) and standard facts about finite dimensional algebras. However, we give a more direct proof in our setting, by induction on the length n of a Jordan-Hölder series for the projective object P . If n = 1, then P is both simple and projective, and so P = X i = P (X i ) for some i. Now assume that the first statement holds for all projective objects of length less than n. For some i, the vector space Hom C (P, X i ) is nonzero. Choose a nonzero morphism f in Hom C (P, X i ). Since X i is simple, f is an epimorphism. By definition of a projective cover p : P (X i ) → X i , there exists an epimorphism g : P → P (X i ) such that pg = f . Since g is an epimorphism and P (X i ) is projective, there is a splitting morphism h : P (X i ) → P , that is gh = id P (X i ) , the identity morphism on P (X i ). It follows that P (X i ) is a direct summand of P . Write P ∼ = P (X i ) ⊕ Q for some projective object Q. Then Q has length less than n, and by the induction hypothesis, it has a direct sum decomposition as in the first statement of the theorem. It follows that P does as well. Now write P ∼ = ⊕ r j=1 a j P (X j ). By equation ( †), for each i,
The next result is Schanuel's Lemma for abelian categories; we include a proof for completeness. Let us call two objects X, Y stably isomorphic if there exist projective objects P, Q such that X ⊕ P is isomorphic to Y ⊕ Q.
are two short exact sequences in an abelian category A with P, P ′ projective, then K and
Proof. Consider the pullback of P φ −→ X and P ′ ψ −→ X, given by an object W and
By definition, considering the zero morphisms from K to X through P and P ′ , there is a morphism from K to W that makes the corresponding diagram commute. Similarly there is a morphism from K ′ to W . By [20, Theorem 6.2] , K is the kernel of β and K ′ is the kernel of α. Since P φ −→ X and P ′ ψ −→ X are epimorphisms, the pullback diagram is also a pushout diagram [20, Exercise II.6.7] and it follows that α and β are epimorphisms. To see this, note that if Z is an object and f, g : P → Z are morphisms such that f α = gα, then (f − g)α = 0. Consider f − g : P → Z and the zero morphism P ′ → Z. Since X is a pushout, there is a morphism ν : X → Z such that νφ = f − g. If f − g = 0 then ν = 0, but this contradicts the assumption that 0 = νψ. So f = g, implying that α is an epimorphism. Similarly we see that β is an epimorphism. Since α and β are epimorphisms, and P and P ′ are projective, these morphisms split and we now have
The next lemma is a well-known characterization of split short exact sequences, but in the setting of quasi-Frobenius k-linear abelian categories. (i) The sequence splits;
Proof. The implications (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (iii) are trivial, so suppose that (iii) holds, i.e. Y ⊕P 1 ≃ X ⊕Z ⊕P 2 for some projective objects P 1 and P 2 . If either X or Z is projective, then the sequence splits, so suppose that this is not the case. By the Krull-Schmidt Theorem, we may decompose these two objects as X ≃ X ′ ⊕ P X and Z ≃ Z ′ ⊕ P Z , where P X and P Z are projective, and X ′ and Z ′ have no projective direct summands. Then we split off P X and P Z from the short exact sequence and obtain a new one of the form
Note that Y ′ is stably isomorphic to X ′ ⊕ Z ′ , and that this short exact sequence splits if and only if the original one does. Applying Hom A (Z ′ , −) to this sequence, we obtain an exact sequence
of finite dimensional k-vector spaces for some vector space V . From the isomorphism Y ⊕ P 1 ≃ X ⊕ Z ⊕ P 2 and the three isomorphisms involving X ′ , Y ′ and Z ′ , we see that
and so by the Krull-Schmidt Theorem there is an isomorphism Y ′ ≃ X ′ ⊕ Z ′ ⊕ P for some projective object P . Inserting X ′ ⊕ Z ′ ⊕ P for Y ′ in the four-term exact sequence above, and taking the alternating sum of the dimensions, we obtain
hence V = 0. The map π * is then surjective, so the short exact sequence with X ′ , Y ′ and Z ′ splits.
Minimal resolutions.
A projective resolution Pq of X in C is an exact sequence
in C such that P i is projective for each i. Let Ω P q(X) be the kernel of the morphism P 0 → X, and write Ω 1 P q (X) = Ω P q(X). Let Ω n P q (X) = Ω P q(Ω n−1 P q (X)) for each n > 1, where we view the morphism P n−1 → P n−2 as factoring through Ω n−1 P q (X). The objects Ω n P q (X) depend on the projective resolution Pq, and are therefore not invariants of X.
However, if Qq is another projective resolution of X, then Ω n P q (X) and Ω n Q q (X) are stably isomorphic for all n, by Schanuel's Lemma (Lemma 2.2).
A projective resolution Pq of X in C is minimal if P 0 = P (X) is a projective cover of X and for each n ≥ 1, P n = P (Ω n P q (X)) is a projective cover of Ω n P q (X) (see, e.g., [9, Section 7.9]). Minimal resolutions exist and are unique up to isomorphism, as a consequence of existence and uniqueness of projective covers. For such a resolution Pq, we write Ω n C (X) instead of Ω n P q (X), since these objects are unique up to isomorphism and depend only on X.
Note that if we take any projective resolution of the unit object 1, and tensor it with an object X, then the result is a projective resolution of X. In particular, the objects Ω n C (1) ⊗ X and Ω n C (X) are stably isomorphic. Also note that the existence of left and right duals implies that we may "dualize" everything we have done so far. Thus every object in a finite tensor category admits a minimal injective resolution, which is unique up to isomorphism, and we define Ω −n C (X) using the cokernels in such a resolution. We define Ext n C (X, Y ) for objects X, Y just as we do in any abelian category with enough projective objects, namely by using any projective resolution of X. More specifically, for any two objects X, Y of C and any nonnegative integer n, we define
where Pq is a projective resolution of X with differentials d i :
Let Pq be a minimal projective resolution of an object X in C , and let X i be a simple object of C . Then for all n ≥ 1,
Proof. We will show that the differentials on Hom C (Pq, X i ) are all zero maps. The first isomorphism will then follow immediately.
Let f ∈ Hom C (P n , X i ). If f is nonzero, then it is an epimorphism since X i is simple. Let p : P (X i ) → X i be a projective cover, so that there is an epimorphism g : P n → P (X i ) such that pg = f . It follows that P n ∼ = P (X i )⊕ Q n for some projective object Q n , and under this isomorphism, g may be viewed as the corresponding canonical projection onto P (X i ). Now if f d n+1 = 0, then f d n+1 is an epimorphism, and so there is an epimorphism h : P n+1 → P (X i ) such that ph = f d n+1 . Again, h splits and P n+1 ∼ = P (X i ) ⊕ Q n+1 for a projective object Q n+1 , and h may be viewed as the corresponding canonical projection onto P (X i ). Now letd n+1 : P (X i ) → P (X i ) denote the following composition of morphisms:
n+1 , we may assume that pd n+1 = p. We claim that this forcesd n+1 to be an isomorphism since dim k Hom C (P (X i ), X j ) = δ i,j by equation ( †). To see this, note that ifd n+1 were not an isomorphism, then Im(d n+1 ) would be a subobject of P (X i ), and necessarily a subobject of Y m−1 in the Jordan-Hölder series
But then pd n+1 = 0, a contradiction. Therefored n+1 is an isomorphism. However, this contradicts minimality of the projective resolution Pq in the following way. By definition, P n is a projective cover of Ω n C (X). The image of P (X i ) in Ω n C (X) under the projective cover morphism from P n ∼ = P (X i )⊕Q n to Ω n C (X) cannot be zero, as this would contradict the definition of projective cover. To see this, map Q n to Ω n C (X) via the canonical inclusion into P n ∼ = P (X i ) ⊕ Q n followed by the epimorphism P n → Ω n C (X). This composite morphism is an epimorphism, since P (X i ) is in the kernel of P n → Ω n C (X). However the length of P n is greater than that of Q n , so there can be no epimorphism from Q n to P n , contradicting the assumption that P n is the projective cover of Ω n C (X). On the other hand, the image of
The second isomorphism in the statement is induced by the epimorphism
We note that for any two objects X, Y of C and n ≥ 1, Ext n C (X, Y ) may be identified with equivalence classes of n-extensions of Y by X [25] . There are also long exact Ext sequences associated to short exact sequences of objects in C [22] , and dimension shifting with respect to any projective resolution of X works as one would expect. We will use these facts about Ext
Frobenius-Perron dimensions. A very useful invariant and tool in the theory of finite tensor categories is the notion of Frobenius-Perron dimension. Here we recall the definition and some of its properties that we will use.
As before, let C be a finite tensor category with (isomorphism classes of) simple objects X 1 , . . . , X r . For each object X in C , let N X be the matrix of left multiplication by X, specifically
where [X ⊗ X i : X j ] is the multiplicity of X j in a Jordan-Hölder series of the tensor product object X ⊗ X i [13, Section 1.5]. The entries of this matrix are thus nonnegative integers. The Frobenius-Perron dimension FPdim(X) of X is the largest nonnegative real eigenvalue of the matrix N X , which exists by the Frobenius-Perron Theorem [13, Theorem 3.
. Positivity characterizes the Frobenius-Perron dimension in the sense that FPdim, extended by additivity to be a character of the Grothendieck ring of C , is the unique such character that maps simple objects to positive real numbers [13, Proposition 3.3.6(3)]. It follows that FPdim(X) > 0 for each nonzero object X of C , since
Support varieties
Here we adapt to finite tensor categories some of the definitions and results given in [15, 26] on support varieties for modules of finite dimensional Hopf algebras. See also [8] for tensor triangulated categories. These ideas originated in the theory of support varieties for representations of finite groups (see Carlson [10] , Quillen [29] , or the book by Benson [3] ).
Support varieties for objects in C are defined in terms of cohomology. Given two objects X, Y , we denote the graded k-vector space
The Yoneda product turns Ext * C (X, X) into a graded k-algebra, and Ext * C (X, Y ) into a graded left Ext * C (Y, Y )-module and a graded right Ext * C (X, X)-module. We denote the cohomology algebra Ext * C (1, 1) of the unit object 1 by H * (C ); this is the cohomology ring of C , and by [31, Theorem 1.7] it is graded-commutative. The exact functor − ⊗ X induces a homomorphism H * (C ) 
where the symbol • denotes the Yoneda product. Consequently, when we view Ext * C (X, Y ) as a H * (C )-module, it does not matter if we view it as a left or as a right module.
Since the cohomology ring of C is graded-commutative, its even part
Furthermore, when the characteristic of the field k is not two, then all the homogeneous elements in odd degrees are nilpotent, whereas when the characteristic is two, then the whole cohomology ring is commutative. We therefore make the following definition, of the commutative graded ring we shall use when we define support varieties. Definition 3.1. For a finite tensor category C we define
Given objects X, Y in C , we denote by I C (X, Y ) the annihilator ideal of Ext * C (X, Y ) under the action of H q (C ) described earlier. This is a homogeneous ideal, and whenever it is proper -that is, when Ext * C (X, Y ) is nonzero -it is contained in the unique maximal homogeneous ideal m 0 = H + (C ) of H q (C ). The support variety of the pair (X, Y ) is now defined as
where MaxSpec H q (C ) is the set of maximal ideals of H q (C ). Furthermore, the support variety of the single object X is defined as V C (X) = V C (X, X). We also write
Note also that by definition, every support variety contains the point m 0 . If this were not part of the definition, then the variety of every pair of objects X, Y with Ext * C (X, Y ) = 0 would be empty; namely, in this case, the annihilator ideal I C (X, Y ) would necessarily be the whole cohomology ring H q (C ). Finally, note that if Ext
The following lemma is useful in extending some of the classical properties of support varieties from other contexts (for example, group theory) to our more general setting.
Proof. (i) Recall from the beginning of this section that there are two equivalent definitions of the action of H q (C ) on Ext * C (X, Y ), one starting with − ⊗ X and the other starting with −⊗Y , both followed by Yoneda composition of generalized extensions (and these actions coincide up to a sign). By definition, the action of H q (C ) on Ext * C (X, Y ) factors through the action of H q (C ) on Ext * C (X, X) (and the same is true of Ext *
(ii) Given an exact sequence 0 → Y 1 → Y 2 → Y 3 → 0 and an object W in C , we see from the long exact Ext sequence [22] 
Since m is a maximal ideal, and therefore prime, it follows that
The other half of the statement is proved similarly.
We now list some natural properties enjoyed by these support varieties, properties for which no finiteness condition is necessary. The following proposition holds just as in the finite group case and other more general settings; see, for example, [3, Section 5.7] . We include a proof for completeness. 
. . , r} is a set of simple objects of C, one from each isomorphism class.
for any projective resolution Pq of X. Proof. (i) First, we want to prove that I C (X ⊕ Y ) = I C (X) ∩ I C (Y ) and then show that this implies that
We will check next that the equality
For the reverse inclusion
(ii) This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.
(iii) This follows from item (ii) in this proposition and Lemma 3.2(ii). We will prove only one equality of the statement; the other can be shown in a similar way.
For the other inclusion, recall that since our category C is a finite tensor category, the object X has finite length. Associated to its Jordan-Hölder series are short exact sequences which, when we use Lemma 3.2(ii), give
, and by part (ii) of this proposition, that union is contained in
(v) By the definition of the action, we apply − ⊗ X and − ⊗ X ⊗ Y , respectively, followed in both cases by Yoneda composition of generalized extensions, which implies that
(vi) This follows from (iv) and the fact that V C (P ) = {m 0 } for every projective object P of C .
Remark 3.4. In Proposition 3.3(v), we see the first instance of the consequences of not assuming that our finite tensor category C is braided. Recall that when we defined the action of the cohomology ring H * (C ) on Ext * C (X, X), we used the ring homomorphism
induced by the exact tensor product functor − ⊗ X. In doing so, we have made a choice, namely that we tensor with X on the right. We could instead choose the functor X ⊗ −, and had we done so, then the first inclusion in Proposition 3.3(v) would be
The properties we have just established hold in full generality, without any further assumptions on the cohomology of C . We now state the finiteness condition mentioned earlier, and abbreviate it just Fg: Assumption (Fg). The cohomology ring H * (C ) is finitely generated, and Ext * C (X, X) is a finitely generated H * (C )-module for all objects X ∈ C .
This was conjectured to hold for all finite tensor categories in [14] , and this conjecture is still open. A possibly weaker conjecture would be that the cohomology ring H * (C ) is finitely generated, with no mention of Ext * C (X, X). Note that Ext * C (X, X) is a finitely generated H * (C )-module for all objects X if and only if Ext * C (X, Y ) is a finitely generated H * (C )-module for all pairs of objects X, Y . This follows from the fact that every object in C has finite length, and that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects in C .
Remark 3.5. The finiteness condition Fg is stated in terms of the whole cohomology ring H * (C ). However, it could just as well be stated in terms of H q (C ). Namely, a finite tensor category C satisfies Fg if and only if H q (C ) is finitely generated, and Ext * C (X, X) is a finitely generated H q (C )-module for all objects X ∈ C . In the rest of the paper, we shall be using this fact without further mention.
Without the finiteness condition Fg, the support varieties do not necessarily encode any important homological information; the properties listed above in Proposition 3.3 are just formal properties that do not tell much about the objects. However, when Fg holds, then the situation is very different as we will see in the rest of the paper.
Let us now recall some facts on varieties defined in terms of the maximal ideal spectrum of a commutative graded ring R which is finitely generated over a field. For a homogeneous ideal a of R, we define Z(a) as the set of maximal ideals of R containing a. Then Z(a) = Z( √ a), where √ a denotes the radical of a. By [21, Theorem 25] , the radical of a proper ideal of R is the intersection of all the maximal ideals containing it, hence if a and b are proper homogeneous ideals with
Finally, we define the dimension of Z(a) to be the Krull dimension of R/a, or equivalently, the rate of growth γ (R/a) of R/a (see the beginning of Section 4) as a graded vector space; see [3, Theorem 5.4.6] . This is well defined, for if Z(a) = Z(b), then √ a = √ b, and the Krull dimension of R/a is clearly the same as that of R/ √ a. The support variety of an object X in C is by definition the set Z(I C (X)) associated to the commutative graded ring H q (C ). The dimension of V C (X), denoted dim(V C (X)), is then defined to be the dimension of this set, that is, the Krull dimension of H q (C )/I C (X). Of course, without the finiteness condition Fg this might actually be infinite, or a finite integer that does not reveal any information about the object X. However, as we shall see in Section 4, when Fg holds, then this is a finite integer that measures the "size" of the minimal projective resolution of X.
Complexity
In this section, we define the complexity of an object X as the rate of growth, defined next, of a minimal projective resolution. We then show that it is equal to the dimension of the support variety V C (X) when Fg holds.
Let aq = (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , . . .) be a sequence of nonnegative real numbers a i . The rate of growth γ(aq) is defined to be the smallest nonnegative integer c for which there exists a real number b such that a n ≤ bn c−1 for all positive integers n. If no such c exists, we define γ(aq) to be ∞. We will be interested in the rates of growth of sequences dim k Wq and FPdim Pq where Wq is an N-graded vector space over k and Pq is an N-graded object of C .
Let X be an object in C . The complexity of X is defined to be the rate of growth of a minimal projective resolution Pq of X as measured by the Frobenius-Perron dimension:
It follows from the proof of Theorem 4.1 below that our definition of complexity is equivalent to [8, Definition 4.1]. It also follows from the proof that all objects in a finite tensor category satisfying condition Fg have finite complexity, since the dimensions of the support varieties are necessarily finite. The proof of the theorem is in the same spirit as that for modules for finite group algebras [3, Proposition 5.7.2]. However, we use Frobenius-Perron dimensions of objects in place of vector space dimensions, and exploit a connection with vector space dimension of Hom spaces.
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a finite tensor category satisfying condition Fg. For every object X of C ,
Proof. By assumption Fg, Ext * C (X, X) is a finitely generated module over H q (C ), and since the annihilator of this action is I C (X) by definition, Ext * C (X, X) is a finitely generated module over H q (C )/I C (X). By definition, dim V C (X) is the Krull dimension of H q (C )/I C (X), which in turn is equal to its rate of growth as a graded vector space, so that we have
The latter is equal to γ(dim k Ext * C (X, X)), since Ext * C (X, X) is finitely generated as a module over the quotient H q (C )/I C (X). Thus we must show that cx
, where Pq is a minimal projective resolution of X in C . We will do this by proving that each quantity above is less than or equal to the other.
By Lemma 2.1, the multiplicity of the projective cover P (X i ) of a simple object X i in C , as a direct summand of P n , is dim k Hom C (P n , X i ). By Lemma 2.4, since Pq is a minimal resolution,
We thus have
and so it follows that
Now condition Fg implies that each Ext * C (X, X i ) is a finitely generated H q (C )-module, and since this action factors through Ext * C (X, X) by the definition of the action, each Ext * C (X, X i ) is finitely generated as a module over Ext * C (X, X). Thus γ(dim k Ext * C (X, X i )) ≤ γ(dim k Ext * C (X, X)) for each simple object X i in C . It now follows from the two inequalities above that
It remains to prove the reverse inequality. Since Ext n C (X, X) is a subquotient of the vector space Hom C (P n , X), we have dim k Ext n C (X, X) ≤ dim k Hom C (P n , X), and so
We claim that γ(dim k Hom C (Pq, X)) ≤ γ(FPdim(Pq)). To see this, by Lemma 2.1, we may write P n = ⊕ i a n,i P (X i ) for some nonnegative integers a n,i , where the X i are the simple objects. By additivity of Hom and equation ( †) from Section 2,
where [X : X i ] is the multiplicity of X i as a composition factor of X. In addition,
Comparing rates of growth, we now must show that
To see that this is indeed the case, note that for each i, the quantities [X : X i ] and FPdim(P (X i )) are fixed real numbers. Moreover, FPdim(P (X i )) is positive for all i, as explained in Section 2. Therefore, in each expression, the rate of growth depends on the integers aq ,i . The expression on the left side only depends on those aq ,i for which [X : X i ] is nonzero, and the expression on the right side depends on all aq ,i , since FPdim(P (X i )) is nonzero for all i. Consequently, the inequality above holds. It follows that γ(dim k Hom C (Pq, X)) ≤ γ(FPdim(Pq)) as claimed, and therefore
As a consequence of the theorem, we obtain an expected result on the variety of a projective object. Proof. If X is projective, then cx C (X) = 0 and so dim V C (X) = 0 by Theorem 4.1. Conversely, if dim V C (X) = 0, then X has a projective resolution of finite length, say 0 → P n → · · · → P 0 → X → 0. By [13, Proposition 6.1.3], projective objects are also injective, and so the morphism P n → P n−1 splits, and similarly for the other morphisms in the resolution. This implies that X is a direct summand of P 0 , and so is projective.
We illustrate the notion of complexity and the theorem with an example of Benson and Etingof [4] . Example 4.3. Let C = C 3 , the category defined in [4, Section 5.3] . In loc. sit., it is shown that this finite tensor category has two simple objects, 1 and V , with FPdim(1) = 1 and FPdim(V ) = √ 2. Their projective covers P (1) and P (V ) have Frobenius-Perron dimensions FPdim(P (1)) = 3 + √ 2 and FPdim(P (V )) = 2 + 2 √ 2. It is also shown in [4] that Ext *
where |x| = 1, |y| = |u| = 2, |z| = |v| = 3, and the minimal projective resolution of V is
It follows that cx C 3 (V ) = 1 and cx C 3 (1) = 2. See [4] for more details on the structure of this category.
Carlson's L ζ objects
In this section, to each homogeneous element ζ of the cohomology ring H * (C ) of the finite tensor category C , we associate an object L ζ of C . These objects are defined analogously to Carlson's L ζ modules for finite groups and to Koszul objects in triangulated categories (see, e.g. [8] ), and have similar useful properties. We give a somewhat different approach to that in [8] , and include proofs for completeness.
Let n > 0. By Lemma 2.4, since the unit object 1 is simple,
, and identify ζ with a morphismζ from Ω n C (1) to 1 under the above isomorphism. Let L ζ be its kernel, so that L ζ is defined by a short exact sequence:
, with equality when condition Fg holds. This result generalizes [27, Proposition 3] and [15, Theorem 2.5], and parallels [8, Proposition 3.6]; our proof is essentially that in [27] . For the proof we give, we need the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let R be a positively graded commutative ring, and M a positively graded R-module. Furthermore, let p be a prime ideal of R not containing R + , and consider the graded submodule
Proof. If n > 0, take an element m/s in M p with m ∈ ⊕ n−1 i=0 M i and s ∈ R \ p. Since p does not contain R + , there is a homogeneous element t ∈ R + with t / ∈ p, and so m/s = t j m/t j s in M p for all j ≥ 0. The element t n m belongs to M ≥n , hence m/s ∈ (M ≥n ) p . Now we prove the main result of this section. In the proof, we use the fact that when Fg holds, then m ∈ V C (X, Y ) ⇐⇒ Ext * C (X, Y ) m = 0 for all objects X, Y and every maximal ideal m ∈ H q (C ), where the subscript m denotes localization.
Theorem 5.2. Let C be a finite tensor category, X an object in C , and ζ ∈ H q (C ) a nonzero homogeneous element of positive degree. Then
and equality holds if C satisfies condition Fg. In particular, when this is the case, then
Proof. We first show that V C (L ζ ⊗X) ⊆ V C (X)∩Z(ζ). Denote the degree of ζ by n, and consider the short exact sequence ( † †) defining the object L ζ . When we apply − ⊗ X to it, we obtain a short exact sequence
where P is some projective object. It follows from properties (iv) and (vi) of Proposi-
, and to do this it suffices to show that V C (L ζ , X i ) ⊆ Z(ζ) for each simple object X i , by Proposition 3.3(iii).
By applying Hom C (−, X i ) to the short exact sequence ( † †), we obtain an exact sequence
of graded H q (C )-modules, where we have used Lemma 2.4. Now take an element
the element ζ · µ must belong to the image of the map f , that is,
showing that ζ 2 belongs to the annihilator ideal
As m is a prime ideal, ζ must belong to m, and therefore m ∈ Z(ζ). This shows that V C (L ζ , X i ) ⊆ Z(ζ), and so we have proved the inclusion
For the reverse inclusion, suppose that Fg holds for C . Again, using Proposition 3.3(iii), it suffices to show that
Moreover, since Fg holds, the localization Ext * C (L ζ ⊗ X, X i ) m is zero. Now apply Hom C (−, X i ) to the short exact sequence from the beginning of the proof, and obtain an exact sequence The sequence remains exact when we localize at m, and so since Ext *
, then this last equality implies that Ext * C (X, X i ) m = 0 by Nakayama's lemma, since Ext * C (X, X i ) m is a finitely generated H q (C ) m -module. But then m does not contain the annihilator ideal
, and so we have proved the inclusion
Finally, note that the last statement of the theorem follows from the equality
We obtain as a consequence the following realization result. Recall that a conical variety is by definition the zero set of an ideal generated by homogeneous elements. Proof. By definition, V = Z(I) for some homogeneous proper ideal I of H q (C ). Since H q (C ) is Noetherian, this ideal is finitely generated, and so I = ζ 1 , . . . , ζ t for some homogeneous elements ζ 1 , . . . , ζ t of positive degrees. Let
The following corollary shows that for every integer c with 0 ≤ c ≤ dim H q (C ), there exists an object X ∈ C of complexity c. Note that by Theorem 4.1, the complexity of every object in C is at most dim H q (C ). Hence every possible "allowed" complexity is realized by some object. We end this section with a couple of general results involving the objects L ζ , results that do not require the Fg condition. The first one gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a homogeneous element in the cohomology ring H * (C ) to annihilate the cohomology ring of an object. We will use this in the proof of the main theorem of Section 6. We do not actually need the "sufficient" part of this result; however, we include it for completeness and for possible future reference.
Proposition 5.5. Let C be a finite tensor category, X ∈ C an object, and ζ a nonzero element in H n (C ) for some n ≥ 1.
Proof. Consider the minimal projective resolution
of the unit object, and represent the element ζ by an epimorphismζ : Ω n C (1) → 1. Since the category C is abelian, we may take the pushout ofζ with the monomorphism
with exact rows and columns. The bottom row corresponds to the element ζ under the dimension shift isomorphism Ext
, and the exactness of the second column shows that the object K ζ is isomorphic to Ω −1 C (L ζ ) ⊕ P for some projective object P . The image ϕ X (ζ) of ζ in Ext * C (X, X) is therefore represented by the short exact sequence
C (X) ⊕ Q for some projective object Q, and where we use again a dimension shift isomorphism Ext 
C (X) ⊕ Q. As P ⊗ X and Q are projective objects, this is equivalent to Ω −1
The final result in this section relates the objects L ζ 1 , L ζ 2 and L ζ 1 ζ 2 for two homogeneous elements ζ 1 , ζ 2 ∈ H * (C ).
Proposition 5.6. Let C be a finite tensor category, and ζ 1 , ζ 2 two homogeneous elements in H * (C ). Then there is a short exact sequence
Proof. The proof from the group cohomology case carries over; see [3, Lemma 5.9 .3].
Support varieties of indecomposable objects
In this section, we prove that when the finiteness condition Fg holds, then the support variety of an indecomposable object is connected. We start with the following result, which allows us to, in a sense, reduce the complexity of an object. Proposition 6.1. If C is a finite tensor category satisfying Fg, and X is an object with dim V C (X) ≥ 1, then there exists a short exact sequence
Proof. Consider the annihilator ideal I = I C (X) of Ext * C (X, X) in H q (C ). By definition, the dimension of V C (X) is the Krull dimension of H q (C )/I, which by [3, Theorem 5.4.6] equals its rate of growth γ (H q (C )/I) as a graded k-vector space. By assumption, this is a positive integer.
By [6, Lemma 2.5] there exists a homogeneous element ζ ∈ H q (C ), of positive degree, say n, with the property that multiplication
is injective for i ≫ 0. Choose an n 0 such that these multiplication maps are injective for i ≥ n 0 , and consider the exact sequence 
in light of the second column and the fact that P n−1 ⊗X is a projective object; see Proposition 3.3(iv). Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, there are equalities
The dimension of V C (K ζ ⊗ X) is then the Krull dimension of H q (C )/(I, ζ), which is one less than that of H q (C )/I by the above. This shows that dim V C (K ζ ⊗X) = dim V C (X)− 1. Finally, note that in the short exact sequence above, the object Ω n−1
C (X) ⊕ P for some projective object P . Splitting this P off from the sequence, we obtain an object K and a short exact sequence
In the following result, we characterize when V C (X, Y ) is trivial, that is, zerodimensional. Proposition 6.2. If C is a finite tensor category satisfying Fg, then the following are equivalent for all objects X, Y :
is a finitely generated graded module over H q (C )/I C (X, Y ), we conclude that Ext n C (X, Y ) = 0 for n ≫ 0. This proves the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
We now show by induction on the dimension of V C (X) that (ii) implies (iii). If dim V C (X) = 0, then X is a projective object by Corollary 4.2, and so trivially Ext n C (X, Y ) = 0 for n ≥ 1. If the dimension of V C (X) is nonzero, then choose, by Proposition 6.1, a short exact sequence
We obtain from this sequence a long exact sequence We are now ready to prove the main result in this section. It shows that if the support variety of an object can be written as the union of two subvarieties having trivial intersection, then the object decomposes accordingly into a direct sum. The proof is an adaption of Benson's proof of [3, Theorem 5.12.1], based on Carlson's original proof from [11] . Theorem 6.3. Let C be a finite tensor category satisfying Fg, and X an object in C . Suppose that V C (X) = V 1 ∪ V 2 , where V 1 and V 2 are conical subvarieties of V C (X) with
Proof. The proof is by induction on the sum dim V 1 + dim V 2 . If either dim V 1 or dim V 2 is zero, then we just take the corresponding X i to be the zero object, and the other to be X. We may therefore suppose that both dim V 1 and dim V 2 are nonzero, so that there exist proper homogeneous ideals I 1 and I 2 of H q (C ) with V i = Z(I i ), and such that the Krull dimension of H q (C )/I i is nonzero. Choose a homogeneous element ζ ∈ H q (C ), of positive degree, with the property that the Krull dimension of H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ) is one less than that of H q (C )/I 2 ; in the proof of Proposition 6.1 we showed that such an element exists. By assumption, there are equalities Z(I 1 + I 2 ) = Z(I 1 ) ∩ Z(I 2 ) = V 1 ∩ V 2 = {m 0 } and so the radical of I 1 + I 2 must equal m 0 . Therefore ζ t ∈ I 1 + I 2 for some t, giving ζ t = ζ 1 + θ for some homogeneous elements ζ 1 ∈ I 1 and θ ∈ I 2 . The Krull dimensions of H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ) and H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ t ) are clearly the same, hence dim (H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ 1 )) = dim (H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ 1 + θ)) = dim H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ t ) = dim (H q (C )/I 2 ) − 1.
Similarly, we can find a homogeneous element ζ 2 ∈ I 2 , of positive degree, with the property that the Krull dimension of H q (C )/(I 1 , ζ 2 ) is one less than that of H q (C )/I 1 . Since ζ i ∈ I i , there is an inclusion V i ⊆ Z(ζ i ). This gives
and so ζ 1 ζ 2 belongs to I C (X, X). Again, the Krull dimensions of H q (C )/(I 2 , ζ 1 ) and H q (C )/(I 1 , ζ 2 ) remain the same when we replace ζ 1 and ζ 2 by powers, and so we may assume that ζ 1 ζ 2 ∈ I C (X, X). Then by Proposition 5.5, the objects Ω C (L ζ 1 ζ 2 ⊗ X), and so when we apply Ω 1 C , we see that L ζ 1 ζ 2 ⊗ X is stably isomorphic to Ω 1 C (X) ⊕ Ω n C (X). Now apply − ⊗ X to the short exact sequence in Proposition 5. 6 . Using what we have just seen, we obtain a short exact sequence
where r is the degree of ζ 1 , and Q is a projective object.
Consider the end terms of this short exact sequence. The object Ω r C (L ζ 2 ) ⊗ X is stably isomorphic to Ω r C (L ζ 2 ⊗ X), and support varieties are invariant under syzygies. Therefore, since V i ⊆ Z(ζ i ), we see from Theorem 5.2 that
Let us denote Z(ζ 2 ) ∩ V 1 by V ′ 1 , and Z(ζ 1 ) ∩ V 2 by V ′ 2 . Note that Z(ζ 2 ) ∩ V 1 = Z(ζ 2 ) ∩ Z(I 1 ) = Z(I 1 , ζ 2 ), hence the dimension of the variety V ′ 1 , that is, the Krull dimension of H q (C )/(I 1 , ζ 2 ), equals dim V 1 − 1. Similarly, dim V ′ 2 = dim V 2 − 1. To sum up: the support varieties of the two objects Ω r C (L ζ 2 ) ⊗ X and L ζ 1 ⊗ X decompose as
with both the sums dim V ′ 1 + dim V 2 and dim V 1 + dim V ′ 2 equal to dim V 1 + dim V 2 − 1. Moreover, from the construction of V ′ 1 and V ′ 2 , it is clear that V ′ 1 ∩ V 2 = {m 0 } and V 1 ∩ V ′ 2 = {m 0 }. By induction, we can decompose the objects into direct sums Ω r C (L In particular, the object Ω 1 C (X)⊕Ω n C (X)⊕Q is isomorphic to X ′ 1 ⊕ X ′ 2 . Applying Proposition 3.3 to these two short exact sequences, we see that V C (X ′ 1 ) ⊆ V 1 and V C (X ′ 2 ) ⊆ V 2 . The Krull-Schmidt Theorem, the fact that support varieties are invariant under syzygies, and the fact that V C (X ′ 1 ) ∩ V C (X ′ 2 ) = {m 0 } now imply that the object X must decompose as X ≃ X 1 ⊕ X 2 , with V C (X i ) = V C (X ′ i ) ⊆ V i . But V C (X) = V 1 ∪ V 2 , and so V C (X i ) must equal V i for each i. This concludes the proof.
By removing the origin, i.e. the unique homogeneous maximal ideal m 0 , the support varieties become projective varieties. From the theorem it is then clear that the projective support variety of an indecomposable object is connected.
Corollary 6.4. In a finite tensor category satisfying Fg, the projective support variety of an indecomposable object is connected.
